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Thirteen unique tourism businesses have teamed up to exhibit as Byron Bay and Beyond 
at the Australian Tourism Exchange and International Media Marketplace in Perth, 
including eight businesses new to inbound tourism.  
 
The ‘destination collective’ is represented by Byron-based representation company Surfer Rosa 
Communications and supported by Byron Shire Council.  
 
“The tourism operators and experiences in Byron Bay and Beyond embrace Council’s vision to 
maintain a vibrant visitor economy aligned with community values, environmental sustainability, 
localisation and diverse spiritual and artistic culture,” said Surfer Rosa Communications 
Managing Director Russell Mills. 
 
“They are also the essential ingredients of a classic Byron itinerary that will make visitors feel like 
a local,” he added.  
 
“Byron Shire has an energy, an attitude, and a sense of community. It’s the people who live here 
and love this place, that make it what it is.” 
 
New Byron tourism experiences for international visitor markets include: 
 
Out of the Blue Adventures: specialising in whale watching, ocean adventures & river cruises 
along the spectacular Byron coastline.  All cruises are guided by a passionate Marine Biologist 
and the business is owned by a local couple with a marine background.  
 
Byron Bay Cottages: Managed by the Cape Byron Trust, a unique accommodation portfolio 
including two Lighthouse Keeper’s Cottages and four lovingly restored beach cottages from the 
1920-50s. 
 
Stone & Wood Brewing Company:  Born, bred and brewed in Byron, Stone & Wood is Byron’s 
local beer. Their flagship tasting room and brewery in Byron Bay offers tours, beer tasting and a 
bite to eat in a space dedicated to beer education.  
 
Beach Byron Bay:  a restaurant where locals and visitors can meet and enjoy the beach, 
something at the heart of the Byron Bay lifestyle. Locally blended coffee after a lighthouse walk, 
breakfast and a fresh juice after a swim, a lunch of locally caught seafood or a chilled cocktail 
and platter of oysters on the deck at twilight, with uninterrupted ocean and hinterland views. 
Beach Byron Bay operates seven days a week for breakfast, lunch and dinner.  
 
Cape Byron Distillery: Surrounded by sub-tropical rainforest, Cape Byron Distillery is probably 
the most picturesque gin distillery in Australia. Producing quality gin from a wonderland pantry of 
no less than twenty-six rainforest botanicals, including Davidson’s Plum, native finger limes and 
aniseed myrtle, Cape Byron Distillery run tours from Friday to Sunday, or for groups by 
appointment.  
 
Three Blue Ducks: Three Blue Ducks is a wholesome dining experience located an 80-acre 
coastal working farm. Created by and for people that care where their food comes from and what 
they’re putting in their bodies, Three Blue Ducks is a casual, friendly and comfortable eating 
experience, like the best family meal you’ve had with great service and no cleaning up to do!   
 
Locura: a new late-night lounge bar featuring a pop-up kitchen showcasing Mexican, Costa 
Rican and Peruvian-inspired dishes. Its minimalist aesthetic serves as a blank canvas for a 



colourful crowd of hipsters, tradies, surfers, academics, artists, travellers and troubadours from 
around the globe. 
 
Ballina-Byron Gateway Airport (BNK):  New South Wales’s third-busiest airport with up to 58 
direct flights per week from Sydney, Melbourne and Newcastle, BNK provides connectivity with 
these city hubs and their international flight connections. Located just under 30 mins to Byron 
town centre, the airport is in the final stages of a $7 million terminal expansion in 2019.  
 
“The partners in Byron Bay and Beyond know visitors want to experience a sense of Byron’s 
character, personality and community,” said Mr Mills. 
 
“A typical day could include paddling with a pod of dolphins, watching a spectacular whale 
breach, eating and drinking delicious food and beverages grown and created in Byron’s fertile 
soil, walking among giant crystals or feeling inspired and connected while watching the first rays 
of sun hit the Australian mainland at Walgun, the traditional name for Cape Byron. These are 
among the special things that Byron locals love to share with visitors.” 
 
The Byron Bay and Beyond collective comprises deluxe beachfront resorts and cottages, 
heritage lighthouse accommodation, award-winning restaurants, breweries and distilleries, 
transport providers and interactive water and land-based activities and attractions.  
 
For a full list of products, visit the Byron Bay and Beyond stand (#110) in the New South Wales 
area at ATE, or visit www.byronbayandbeyond.com  
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